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CIRCULAR ECONOMY: WHERE TO START DOING BUSINESS IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC 

“CZECH CHALLENGES MAKE FOR DUTCH OPPORTUNITIES”

The Czech Republic, the second most industrialized country in
EU by GDP, is at the early stage of its transition from linear to
circular economy. Take your chance to become part of this
ambitious process providing for countless business, trade and
investment opportunities!

In this session, the country´s leaders in the circular agenda
will introduce you sectors providing for both immediate and
future business opportunities. You will hear about innovative
solutions and technologies developed by Czech companies
active in bioeconomics (agriculture, forestry),
biodegradability, microplastics, nanotechnologies, but also
industrial & construction waste management. Find out what
your innovative solutions could mean for the Czech Republic,
for example to decrease landfilling, utilize residues from
agriculture and forestry, or combat bark beetle.

Combine the Dutch habit to innovate & trade with the Czech
technical tradition, creativity & flexibility!

Why is the Czech Republic interesting?

The Czech Republic and The Netherlands are quite similar when it
comes to their size, agility and flexibility. Both have strong
interconnected and interdependent supply chains with the German
market and both have a highly skilled workforce that grows due to
their serious investments in foreign talent.

A truly central European location of the Czech Republic provides a
strong potential for further internationalization of Dutch businesses.
Initial penetration of the Czech market can create a base to further
expansion to the CEE region, such as Austria, (southern and western)
Poland, Hungary and Slovakia.

Soňa Jonášová, director of the Institute for Circular Economy and a
leader of the Czech circular agenda, will make you familiar with the
state of circularity in the country and the Czech Republic’s ambition
to become “The Country for the Future” by transitioning from a
traditional industrial country of making and assembling, to a country
with a focus on innovation and digitalization meeting principles of
circularity, the development quite similar to the Netherlands.

Two special guests representing top Czech startups and innovative
solutions in the circular economy will share opportunities for concrete
cooperation. The participants will thus understand a great detail of
the level of development of circularity in the Czech Republic.



Cyril Klepe / CEO CYRKL

Cyril is a CEO and founder at Cyrkl.com -

Digital Waste2Resource trading platform with

focus on circularity in waste management. In

the biggest waste trading platform one waste

could be a wealth for another and when using

machine learning Cyrkl can manage the right

match. Cyril has long been focus in

meaningful innovations, especially in the

circular economy. 

Soňa Jonášová / CEO INCIEN 

Soňa founded and heads the Institute of

Circular Economics (INCIEN). Her motto is:

"We must initiate the change we want to see

around us." Through the non-governmental

organization INCIEN she disseminates the

awareness of circular economy among

people and helps put into practice processes

that promote sustainable development.

Lenka Mynářová, Member of the Board,

NAFIGATE Corporation

Lenka is a board member of the  Nafigate

corporation, which is behind the HYDAL technology.

She has led projects in the field of marketing, brand

management and strategy of companies in Central

and Eastern Europe. She is the owner of 

 theDATAMAR. She is the leader of the professional

team of the World of Technology - Science and

Technology Center in Ostrava. She is also a board

member of the INCIEN 
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Participation fee: none

Registration:
https://businessweekcee.yell
enge.nl/registration 

9 DECEMBER 2020 
16:00 - 17:00 

ZOOM SESSION

CZECH BREAK-OUT SESSION:
“CZECH CHALLENGES MAKE
FOR DUTCH OPPORTUNITIES” 


